ABSTRACT Stock prediction is always an attractive problem. With the expansion of information sources, news-driven stock prediction based on sentiments of social media, such as sentiment polarities in financial news, becomes more and more popular. However, the distributions of news articles among different stocks are skewed, which makes stocks with few news have few training samples for their prediction models, and thus leads to low prediction accuracy in the stock predictions. To address this problem, we propose sentimental transfer learning, which transfers sentimental information learned from news-rich stocks (source) to the news-poor ones (target), and prediction performances of the later ones are, therefore, improved. In this approach, the financial news articles of both the source and target stocks are first mapped into the same feature space that is constructed by sentiment dimensions. Second, we develop three different transfer principles in order to explore different transfer scenarios: 1) the source and target stocks' historical price time series are highly correlated; 2) the source and target stocks are in the same sector and the former is the most news-rich one in the sector; and 3) the source stock has the highest prediction performance in validation data set. Third, a majority voting mechanism is designed based on the principles. The voting mechanism is to select the most proper source stock from the candidate stocks that are generated by different principles. Stock predictions are finally made based on the prediction models trained on the selected stocks. Experiments are conducted based on the data of Hong Kong Stock Exchange stocks from 2003 to 2008. The empirical results show that sentiment transfer learning can improve the prediction performance of the target stocks, and the performances are better and more stable with the source stocks selected by the voting mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stock prediction is always attractive to both computer science researchers and finance practitioners. As the development of social media, information about companies and stocks are no longer limited to numerical financial market data. Market behaviors are more and more influenced by new information sources, such as no-structured news articles with sentiment polarities, and these new information sources have been frequently exploited by stock prediction models. There have been many existing studies that analyze textual financial news articles using a machine learning framework [1] - [4] .
One of the most critical problems that remains to be solved is how to improve prediction performances for the stocks that have few financial news. As shown in Figure 1 , in HSI market index, 1 the distribution of financial news articles is highly imbalanced, and therefore prediction models that are trained on stocks with fewer articles have much worse prediction performances than the ones trained on news-rich stocks. How to solve the problem becomes an interesting research topic. 1 Hang Seng Index In this paper, we propose sentimental transfer learning to improve the prediction performances of the news-poor stocks. Sentimental transfer learning in stock prediction is a specific extension of transfer learning, which, by different transfer principles, transfers the various information mined from the news-rich stocks (source) to the news-poor ones (target) in a sentimental feature space. In sentimental transfer learning, the financial news articles from both news-rich and news-poor stocks are firstly mapped into the same feature space that is constructed by sentiment dictionaries. Secondly, following intuitions in pair trading, we develop three different transfer principles to guide the transfer process, which are 1) the source and target stocks' historical price time series are highly correlated, 2) the source and target stocks are in the same sector and the former is the most news-rich one in the sector, and 3) the source stock has the highest prediction performance in validation data set. Thirdly, a voting mechanism is designed based on those three principles, which ranks candidate stocks generated by each principle, and the top-ranked source stock further improves the target stock prediction accuracy. Finally, instances of both the source and target stocks are used together to train the prediction model within the sentiment feature space, and the model is plugged into a stock prediction framework proposed in [5] to make predictions.
Experiments are designed and conducted based on stock prices and news articles of Hong Kong Stock Exchange (year 2003-2008) . Models using three different transfer principles are trained and evaluated by standard metrics respectively, and the experimental results show that the sentimental transfer learning approach can improve the stock prediction accuracy in most of the testing cases. In addition, the sentimental transfer learning with voting mechanism on different transfer principles produce more stable prediction performances than single-principle based sentimental transfer learning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the work on news impact analysis and the transfer learning. Section III presents the proposed sentimental transfer learning. Section IV firstly introduces the experimental design, secondly reports the experimental results and lastly gives some discussions. Section V draws the conclusions of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review previous works that are related to 1) financial news sentiment analysis based stock prediction, 2) sentiment dictionaries, and 3) transfer learning, in order to provide a background for our proposed research.
A. NEWS SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
In order to make accurate stock prediction, many previous studies in the finance and computer science domain frame the problem as a stock price return prediction task, and focus on the impact of news sentiment on the stock price returns [6] - [8] . These analysis exploit the affective aspects of the words that are used in the news articles. Niederhoffer [9] analyze New York Times and classify 20 years of headlines into 19 predefined semantic categories from extreme-bad to extreme-good. He also analyzes how markets react to the news of different categories and finds that the markets have a tendency to overreact to the bad news. Davis et al. [10] analyze the effects of optimistic or pessimistic language used in news on firms' future performance. They have two conclusions: 1) there is a bias between the readers' expectation and the writers' intension, and 2) readers react strongly to both the content and the affective side of the reports which violate their expectations. Wang et al. [11] adopts mutual information-based sentimental analysis methodology and propose a prediction model with extreme learning machine to enhance the prediction accuracy as well as prediction speed. Tetlock [12] extracts and quantifies the optimism and pessimism of Wall Street Journal reports, and observes that trading volume tends to increase after pessimism reports and high pessimism scored reports tend to be followed by a down trend and a reversion of market prices. In their later work [13] 
B. SENTIMENT DICTIONARIES
In the sentiment analysis and applications, the sentiment dictionary is the cornerstone and widely employed. The construction approaches of the sentiment dictionary can be categorized into two groups:
• Semi-Automatic: Seed words are firstly selected manually for the dictionary construction, based on which, the dictionary is then automatically expanded by user defined rules.
• Manual: The dictionary is purely constructed by linguistic experts. This kind of dictionary is usually smaller in size than the one constructed semi-automatically, but more accurate. There have been many typical research results on this subject. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [14] select several seed adjective words and classify the rest into positive and negative groups based on two rules: 1) adjectives that are separated by ''and'' have the same polarity and 2) adjectives that are separated by ''but'' have opposite polarity. Wiebe [15] use WordNet to expand the selected seed words. Their generation rules are: 1) synonyms have the same polarity and 2) antonyms have the opposite polarity. In addition, the strength of a word polarity is measured: 1) the number of the word's synonyms that are in the WordNet quantifies the strength and 2) strength is neutral when the word's strength is below a predefined threshold. Nasukawa and Yi [17] weighs more on local sentiment than global sentiment. Their hypotheses consider that human evaluators would agree more on local sentiment than the global one. Similarly, the local sentiments are also analyzed by Godbole et al. [18] . General Inquirer 2 is a computer-assisted approach for content analysis of textual data. The Harvard IV-4 dictionary within the General Inquirer Augmented Spreadsheet contains more than 10,000 words and 182 sentiment dimensions. Loughran and McDonald [19] provide a manually made financial sentiment dictionary 3 which contains 6 sentiment dimensions. These two dictionaries are adopted in our research to construct to sentiment feature space.
C. TRANSFER LEARNING
The purpose of the transfer learning is to transfer knowledge learned from a task in a source domain to a task in a target domain. In the survey paper [20] , transfer learning approaches can be categorized into four groups, among which instance transfer technique is a widely adopted idea which reuses part of the instances in the source domain and helps the learning task in the target domain. One important issue of the instance transfer is the feature space construction (Moreno et al. [21] and Cao et al. [22] ). Word vector space in bag-of-words approach is usually employed in text mining and news impact analysis [1] , [3] , [5] . However, while encountering cross-stock news impact analysis, the approach may not work well due to large variances in word feature space. In contrast, we make use of the sentiment space and map both the source stock news articles and target stock articles into the same sentiment feature space. In this way, the variances in feature space are reduced and the instance transfer learning is expected to work well. Another important issue is transfer learning adaptiveness or transfer principle which decides what instances are proper to be transferred (Zhang et al. [23] and Zhao et al. [24] ). In this paper, based on the knowledge of both finance domain and computer science domain, we develop three transfer principles considering different perspectives of source stock selection, and further use a voting mechanism to enhance the transfer learning performances.
III. SENTIMENTAL TRANSFER LEARNING
The workflow of the sentimental transfer learning is shown in Figure 2 . Each step in the workflow is illustrated in the following subsections.
A. SENTIMENT FEATURE SPACE
All the news articles are basically texts. Following the preprocessing method in text mining, each article can be represented by a word frequency vector X , where each element x i in X indicates the number of occurrences of a specific word w i (stop words are removed) in the article. In the first step of the workflow, X s are further mapped into a sentimental feature space S which is constructed by a certain sentiment dictionary D, by
where is a dictionary-search operation which searches w i in D and finds the corresponding sentiment vector s i . As the number of sentimental dimension is fixed in the dictionary, each word can be represented by a sentiment feature vector of the same length. Thus, each news article can be represented by a sentiment feature vector by summing up all words' vectors. S for X is then calculated by,
where s i is the sentiment vector of w i , and x i is the word frequency of w i . Only the words that are contained in the sentiment dictionary (w i ∈ D) are considered.
B. TRANSFER LEARNING AND PRINCIPLES
In the second step of the news-driven stock prediction, given a domain D = {S, P(X )}, where S is the sentimental feature space and P(X ) is the marginal probability distribution of news articles, the prediction task consists of two components: 1) a label space Y and 2) a news impact prediction function f (·) = P(y|x), and the task is denoted by
A source stock is in a source domain D α and a target stock in a target domain D β . All the news articles of both the source stock and target stock are collected, and the source stock in D α is preprocessed in step one and represented by data set
where s α i ∈ S α , y α i ∈ Y α , and |D α | is the size of the data set. Correspondingly, target domain data set is
where
Given the source stock domain D α , an impact prediction task T α , a target stock domain D β and an impact prediction task T β , transfer learning is to help the target task improve the prediction performance of f β (·). In this paper, all the news articles of both the source stock and the target stock within trading hours are collected. Sentimental transfer learning employs sentiment dictionaries to construct the sentiment space for both S α and S β , and follows instance transfer approach which 1) divides S β into a training set S in β and an out-of-sample set S out β , and 2) transfers the instances in S α to T β which combines S α with S in β and train a new model to help improve the performance of f β (·).
One critical question during the instance transfer is how to select the source stock, in another word, the adaptiveness of the transfer. Since the source stock in T α is fundamentally a different company comparing with the target stock in T β , the selection of the source stocks needs to follow either finance domain knowledge or statistical properties of the stocks. In this paper, we follow finance heuristics and develop three different transfer principles to examine the sentiment transfer learning, which are 1) correlationbased principle, 2) number-of-news-based principle and 3) validation-performance-based principle, where different principles focus on different perspectives:
• The first transfer principle is based on price correlations, where instances are selected from the source stock that has the highest historical price time series correlation with the target stock.
• The second transfer principle is based on the number of news, where instances are selected from the source stock that has the largest number of news articles within the same sector as the target stock.
• The third transfer principle is based on the validation performance of each stock without any transfer learning, where instances are selected from the source stock that has the best validation performance within the same sector as the target stock.
C. STOCK PREDICTION
In the third step of stock prediction, a classification machine learning model is trained based on the combined training data set, where the classification model during the modeling can be considered as an abstract model which can be instantiated by any classification machine learning model (e.g., SVMs in the Experiments in Section IV-D),
and tested by a testing data set
All the preprocessed instances are fed into the machine learning model, and each individual sentiment dimension is taken as one input feature. As there are three different transfer principles and each of them selects a candidate source stock, we further employ a majority voting mechanism to enhance the source stock selection, where the stock voted by more transfer principles is considered to be the only candidate source stock and is expected to have more robust performances in the stock prediction evaluations.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS A. DATA SETS
The stocks we investigate are listed in Hong Kong Stock Exchange. In this work, we focus on the Hang Seng Index (HSI) constituents which are the stocks with bigger capital comparing with the rest stocks in the market. 4 There are 4 sectors in HSI, i.e., Commerce, Finance, Properties and Utilities, which have totally 50 stocks in 2013. Since not all the 50 stocks are the HSI constituents through the years in the data set, we remove the stocks that were added after the starting date (2003-01-01) and keep the rest according to the change history of the constituents. After preprocessing, 22 stocks are left in the universe. A news archive from FINET 5 is employed. The news archive contains both company-specific and market related news from Jan. 2003 to Mar. 2008. Each piece of news is tagged with a time stamp showing the time the news is released, which helps classify news by dates. Stock symbols of companies that are mentioned in the news are listed at the end of the article, which helps establish the mapping from the news articles to stocks and vice versa.
Following the approach in [3] , we use a constant split method for the data set, and the whole data set is split into three parts for different purposes: 1) from Jan. 2003 to Dec. 2005 is the training data set; 2) from Jan. 2006 to Dec. 2006 is the validation data set; and 3) from Jan. 2007 to Mar. 2008 is the independent testing data set.
B. SENTIMENT DICTIONARIES FOR SENTIMENTAL FEATURES
As reviewed in Section II-B, the manually constructed dictionaries are usually more accurate than the semi-automatically constructed ones because of the careful selection by linguistic experts. To make the experiments more solid, we use two manually constructed sentiment dictionaries and one semi-automatically constructed sentiment dictionary, i.e., 1) Loughran-McDonald financial sentiment dictionary (LMD). LMD is constructed by Loughran and McDonald [19] , which contains more than 3911 words and 6 sentiment dimensions. We use LMD version 2012. 2) Harvard IV-4 sentiment dictionary (HVD). 6 HVD contains more than 10,000 words, and 182 sentiment dimensions are categorized into 15 groups.
3) SenticNet sentiment dictionary (SN). SN is built by
Cambria et al. [25] , [26] , which exploits sentic computing for concept-level sentiment analysis. In the 3.0 version, SN has 5 sentiment dimensions.
C. METRICS
We obtain daily quotes (i.e., Open, High, Low, and Close prices) from Yahoo! Finance 7 for the stocks selected. Each news article within the day is labeled by
where θ is a threshold, and r is simple return which is calculated based on Open and Close prices,
Accuracy (acc) is selected to evaluate the classification performance, which is defined as,
and
all = t ++ +t 00 +t −− +f 0+ +f −+ +f +0 +f −0 +f +− +f 0− , where t ++ , t 00 , t −− , f 0+ , f −+ , f +0 , f −0 , f +− and f 0− are defined in Table 1. 6 http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/∼inquirer/homecat.htm 7 Price data is available at http://finance.yahoo.com/
The threshold θ that discretizes r largely influences the acc. Suppose we arbitrarily choose a θ and follow the hypothesis in finance domain that the distribution of stock price returns is Gaussian with fat tail, the true label −1, 0 and +1 have following probabilities,
Given the label distribution without extra learning, people can conduct a random draw based on the distribution and make predictions. If the random draw prediction is eventually the same as the true label, hits in acc will increase. To formulate, acc can be calculated by
Since θ and −θ are symmetric around 0,
substitute Equation ( (17)) and ( (18)) into ( (16)), and denote P +1 as P, Equation ( (16)) becomes If we plot acc along with the change of θ in Figure 3 , we find that the chart has a up-side-down Sine function shape, with the minimum value at P = 1 3 , which is equivalent to flipping a fair coin with three outcomes for the prediction. On the other side, acc increases along with θ on the right hand side of the minimum point, which means when the value of θ is great, most of the instances are labeled with 0 and the probability of correct guess becomes high. In another word, the accuracy can be increased only by manipulating the labeling method without any change of the learning model. Based on the explanations, θ cannot be too large as it will bring too much acc increment. On the other hand, θ cannot be too small, since θ should be greater than the basic market transaction cost which is 0.003 (30 bps) in Hong Kong market. To balance both the constraints, we choose θ = 0.003 (30 bps).
D. BASELINES
We incorporate the approaches proposed by Li et al. [3] as the baselines in the experiment, where news articles of each stocks are firstly mapped into a sentiment feature space by using a sentiment dictionary, secondly stock prediction models are trained based on the instances newly constructed, and finally the trained models are evaluated. We replicate their methods, and for each sector and each sentiment dictionary we find the target stock that has relative low prediction performance and few news articles. All the target stocks are listed in Table 2 .
Support vector machines (SVMs), which is one of the most popular model in text mining, is adopted in the experiment. During the training and validation phases, the parameters of SVMs are tuned, and the best combination of the parameters is kept for the independent testing phase. To be specific, we use RBF kernel SVMs. The parameters γ and C are tuned through a grid search method, which searches in a two-dimension space, γ ∈ {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000} and C ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19}, totally 9 × 10 = 90 combinations.
E. TRANSFER PRINCIPLES
In the experiments, we examine the sentiment transfer learning via developing three different transfer principles, which are 1) correlation based principle (#corr), 2) No. of news based principle (#news) and 3) validation performance based principle (#perf). Different principles select and transfer instances of stocks from different perspectives, 1) #corr: In Table 3, Table 4 , Table 5 and Table 6 , correlation statistics of each sector are listed. Numbers in bold font indicate that the source stock has the highest historical price time series correlation with the target stock (using different sentiment dictionaries give different target stocks, and the sentiment dictionaries are indexed by 1: LMD, 2: HVD and 3: SN) in the same sector. 2) #news: In Table 7 , the average number of news for each stock is listed, where numbers in bold font indicate the largest number of news in the sector.
3) #perf:
The performances figures are listed in Table 8 . Numbers in bold font and underlined indicate the best and the poorest performers in the sector, respectively.
F. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Experiment results based on three transfer principles are presented in Table 9 and Table 10 . Each table is divided into three trunks corresponding to three sentiment dictionaries. In each trunk, there are four columns corresponding to three transfer principles and one baseline, where the baselines are the approaches without any sentiment transfer learning. For each transfer principle, there are 12 pairs of performance comparisons between the one with sentiment transfer learning and the baseline. The numbers in bold font indicate that with sentiment transfer learning, the prediction performance outperforms the baseline. As illustrated in the Table 9 , #corr achieves 9 better performers, #news achieves 11 better performers and #perf achieves 10 better performers among the 12*3 comparisons in the validation data set, and in Table 10 , #corr achieves 9 better performers, #news achieves 11 better performers and #perf achieves 10 better performers among the 12*3 comparisons in the independent testing data set. These results show that with sentiment transfer learning, the prediction performance of the target stock can be improved.
On the other hand, it is also shown in the results that models with sentiment transfer learning do not win in all the comparisons based on single transfer principle. To address this problem, we further develop a more robust method to select the source stocks: instead of using the transfer principles separately, we adopt a second source stock selection layer by using a majority voting scheme, which is to select the source stock that is chosen by as least two transfer principles. As shown in Table 9 and Table 10 , the source stocks that are chosen by the scheme are underlined, and their prediction performances are consistently better than the baselines in all the comparisons.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem that how to improve the performances of news-driven stock prediction models that are trained based on stocks with few financial news. We propose sentimental transfer learning which transfers knowledge learned from news-rich stocks (source) to the news-poor ones (target). During the transfer, three different transfer principles are developed and incorporated to select the source stocks: 1) the source and target stocks' historical price time series are highly correlated; 2) the source and target stocks are in the same sector and the former is the most news-rich one in the sector; 3) the source stock has the highest prediction performance in validation data set. A majority voting mechanism that combines the three principles to enhance the robustness of the source stock selection is further employed. Financial news articles of both the source and target stocks are mapped into the same feature space that are constructed by sentiment dimensions. Stock predictions are made based on the prediction models trained within the feature space. From the experiments conducted on real stock market data, it is shown that prediction models with sentiment transfer learning outperform the baselines that are purely based on models without any transfer learning. Comparing with the performances that are based on single principle stock selection, the results based on the principle majority voting mechanism show that performances are consistently better in both the validation and independent testing comparisons.
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